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Introduction to HDMI Distribution
HDMI stands for "high definition multimedia interface" and was born in 2002 so it's quite an established technology. HDMI
signals are sent along multi core HDMI cables from various pieces of equipment to monitors and TVs. HDMI signals can't
be split and distributed without the aid of electronic HDMI distributors. Our range of ScatterBox HDMI distributors take one
HDMI input then replicates it so the same HDMI signals can then be sent to more than one device, perfect for watching CCTV
on multiple monitors. Our ScatterBox range has been designed and tested to send both the Video and Audio content to all
the duplicated outputs unlike some budget models that don't do audio. The wall mounted design of most models adds that
professional touch.

Wall Mount HDMI Splitter - 1 in - 8 out
1 Input
Up to
8 Outputs

HDM308

Wall mou nt

This 8 way HDMI splitter can take a HDMI feed from up to 12 metres away to
replicate it to 8 more HDMI screens another 12 metres away.
Great for HD 1080p, 3D and 4K (30Hz) signal distribution. Wall mount for
easy fitting out of the way from other equipment.

yy 12m Input - 8 x 12m Outputs
yy Lossless Distribution
yy View 1 HDMI on 8 Displays
yy UHD 4K Compatible
yy 5V DC (PSU supplied)
the HDM150 extender
Top Tip Use
for 30m runs!

SPECIFICATION
HDMI Input: 12m Max
HDMI Output: 12m Max
Max Resolution: 4K
Power: 5V DC (PSU Supplied)
Current: 500mA
H136 x W297 x D27mm

Code

Description

HDM308

HDMI Splitter 8 way

Handy HDMI Quad, Displays 4 HDMI Signals on 1 Screen
... switching and flexible display modes for the pro user
Free
remote
HDM401

33
4 HDMI Inputs - 1 HDMI Out
33
6 Display Modes
33
Free Remote Control
33
12V DC With PSU Included

How it works: The HDMI Quad is simple to use, just plug your monitor
in to the HDMI output and choose up to four sources to connect to the
inputs and that’s it! You could display 4 NVRs on one monitor or a mix of
DVRs and SKY TV etc - it’s very, very flexible.

Perfect for bigger businesses who want to monitor videos from
different AV sources on one screen or need to switch quickly between
sources, with no need to use multiple screens. The Quad comes with a
remote control, which makes it even easier to switch between different
video feeds as and when you need to.

Add-ons

Ideal for commercial use but also perfect for
use in a home to switch smoothly between
your CCTV feed, Sky Box, or maybe even
your games console.

Short 1M HDMI Lead
VID501

33
Quad or Full Screen Display
33
Built-in Auto-Switcher
33
Compact Size
33
Free Wall Brackets Supplied

6 Display Modes

Quad

Full Screen

Switching

Collage

Main Monitor & Split Screen

Vertical Split

SPECIFICATION

Output: 1 HDMI (15m Length)
Input: 4 HDMI (15m Length)
Resolution: 1080p / 720p
Power: 12V DC / 450mA
PSU: Supplied
H23 x W190 x D90mm

Code

Description

HDM401

HDMI Quad

HDMI Plug-Socket - Right Angle

10m HDMI Lead

VID500

VID510

Installer Details:
Watch free videos
on our new
YouTube channel
"System Q CCTV"
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